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Abstract
Universities all over the world are established for the purposes of
providing solutions to all needs, expectations, problems, etc, of
humanity. The Nigerian Universities are not excluded from these
objectives. The education system is a growth industry with production
and consumption functions. Education is so important that all other
sectors depend on it to operate. Government has elaborately integrated
the importance of education and encouraged all citizens to embrace it
(FRN, 2014:1-2).However, the material, physical and financial
resources to facilitate the acceleration of the fantastic goals and
objectives are enormous and require adequate funding. Unfortunately,
despite the various sources of funding education these goals and
objectives are not realized, and every literature on the low quality of
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education in Nigeria points at under-funding as the primary cause. The
paper therefore assessed sources of fund for higher education,
explored the need for funding higher Education, made an attempt to
discover whether funds are usually released and to what extent,
examined the challenges and their causes. The paper concludes that
under-funding have incapacitated the university in providing essential
services, and suggested that the university should be encouraged to
adopt a radical internal income generation by investing in agriculture,
micro finance, establishment of skill acquisition centers and
consultancy services among others.
Keywords: Underfunding, University Education, Finance, Equipment, Facilities,
Resources, Allocation.

Education is adopted in Nigeria as the foundation or instrument for national
development. Education attracts global competition in its bid and responsibilities to
proffer solutions to plethora of tasks in bringing about change and innovation and as
tool for national growth and development. The importance of education cannot be
complete without reference to its indulgence in making the individual and the society.
From the perspective of influence on individual, education offers employment
opportunities and benefits flow to take care of their health, nutrition, shelter, social
strata, further education, and the externalities etc, and to the economy, education brings
about growth in the indices of economic growth leading to advancement and
development. The role of education to both individual and society is limitless as long as
events, changes and innovations continue to manifest from science and technology,
economic and socio-political realms. The 2011-2015 Strategic Plans for the
development of education sector (http://searchworks.stanford.edu), the Jomtien
Declaration of Education for all (www.un-document>jomtiem), the Universal Basic
Education , the 2011 federal government transformation agenda initiative
(www.vanguardngr.com>2012/04/2011),
the
declaration
of
vision
20:2020(www.nationalplanning.gov.ng) , are recent initiatives to respond to the
expanding roles of education as an investment for economic, social and political
development, (FRN, 2014; Omankhanlen, Joshua, Emmanuel, & Okorie, 2014)
Consequent upon these socio-economic and political values, provision of schools grows
alongside enrolment. This implies sufficiency in the provision of financial, physical and
material resources, and their administration. In other words, adequate funding is
required. Fund is the life wire of every organization. Little wonder the UNESCO
declaration of 26% benchmark allocation to education from the national annual budget.
Addressing the importance of education, Okeke (2001:2) declares that “what a nation
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makes of her educational system to a large extent, dictates the tempo of the match to
nationhood and self-sufficiency”.
Conceptual Clarification
Under-funding means insufficient fund. It indicates extent of reduction in the
provision of finance by government leading to the inability of the education system to
procure, maintain and upgrade adequately the equipment, facilities and infrastructural
resources to such an extent that achievement of the stated goals and objectives become
impossible.
From 2006-2008 it is observed that what the universities in Nigeria presented
as budgets suffered deficit. The amounts allocated by government were below the
estimates. Besides, the appropriated amount was not also given completely. The 26%
UNESCO minimum allocation lost honour and glory as Nigeria never rose beyond
10%, while a country like Ghana has hit 30%, 4% off the benchmark. Funding is a
business term, an investment, every business operates on the principle of investment.
The more money you invest, the more your profit or vice versa. This accounts for the
adoption of the economic principle of cost-benefits.
Sources of Funding University Education
University education, as the bedrock of development of the economy is capital
intensive and, as such, requires intensive or adequate financial provision from every
available and reliable source. This accounts for the statement in the National Policy on
Education (FRN, 2014:70), section 10, subsection 154, “that the financing of education
is a joint responsibility of the federal, states/FCT and local government and the local
communities, individuals and organization are readily encouraged and welcomed in the
funding business”.
Sources of funding Higher Education include;
Direct government budgetary allocation, Endowments/chairs, Foreign loans/grants,
Fees/levies/loans
Internal revenue generation venture, Tertiary Education Trust fund (TETfund),
Philanthropic contributions, Alumni/Community Donations, Grants from Bilateral and
Multilateral Organizations
Consultancy services, Charges paid by students, Transport services,
Commercialization of guest houses, Commercialization of students hostels/halls,
Commissioned research,
Staff schools, Remedial programmes/part-times,
Bookshops/printing press, Corporate bodies and individuals, (Amadi, 2014: 219; NPN,
2014:70; Asodike & Eseyim, 2016:316; Nwakudu, 2017: 155-156)
Causes of Underfunding
Literature on causes of underfunding emphasizes lack of finance, population growth,
political influence/corruption and the demanding nature of higher education. (Asiyai,
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2012:2; Okeke, 2001:15; Uriah & Oruwari, 2017:79; Ogbah, 20017:17; Okeke,
2001:15; Okah, 2017:37; Ibialabo, 2016:159)
Effects of Underfunding
Generally, inadequate funding brings about unhealthy system, including education. In
the first place, the aims and objectives of higher education system as stipulated in the
National policy on education would have been ridiculed and Smashed. The following
are some of the effects of underfunding as strikes, decrease in manpower supply and
development, inadequate provision of school facilities equipment and materials,
inability to provide for staff welfare and development. Lack of maintenance, disruption
of academic calendar, increase in social vices, gradual erosion of school resources, rise
in maintenance cost, etc.( Adaubicle, (2015) in Anyaogu, (2017), Ebong, 2016:63;
Omankhalen et al. 2014:4)
The Need for Adequate Funding of the University Education
Attainment of educational objectives presupposes that funding must be
adequately provided to keep pace with the demand and growth of the system for
academic excellence, provision of adequate facilities and equipment, employment and
retainership of competent and highly motivated teachers, because no school system is
stronger than the calibre of the teaching staff Personnel, (Okeke, 2001:8).
1)
Manpower development
According to Abagbodi (2017) “Until Government invests adequately in education, we
cannot achieve set goals. Funding is central to an efficient and effective education”.
The training and development of the human capital is a core role of the University
education. The concern for quality education of the University is most desirable for the
economic, political, scientific and technological development and advancement of
every nation. Fund is needed to generate the needed human capital with enhanced skills
that can lead to technological innovation, productivity and growth within the economy.
The quality of human capital has direct impact on the development or otherwise of the
system and nation building (Ayo-Sobowale & Akinyemi, 2006; Okeke,2001:9;
Omankhanlen et al.,2014:3).
2)
Fund is Needed to Train the Trainers
Fund needs to be provided for innovative teacher education, for programs that target
minority teacher recruitment, and for increased collaboration between universities and
schools in the preparation of teachers.The staff, especially academic staff of the
universities, need regular training and retraining for development. The society is
dynamic to changes and innovation, it follows that the trainers need to be funded so as
to be better equipped. Regular seminars, workshops, researches, presentations are such
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financial demanding areas that must be carried out if the university must acquire the
quality staff that should produce quality graduates.
3)
Acquisition of Equipment, Facilities and Instructional Facilities
The university education as an advanced school system needs to use sophisticated
equipment, facilities and instructional materials as the business of learning and teaching
is more of practical. The practical aspect of the learning process is more challenging in
terms of quality delivery. The sciences, engineering, medical, etc., departments are
expensive, especially the quality of equipment. Fund is needed for the provision of
quality and quantity of educational facilities and equipment in their relationship with
the quality and standard of educational system. (Asiyai, 2012:3)
4)
Technological Breakthrough (ICT)
Sometimes changing technology renders certain skills obsolete and the resources spent
in acquiring such obsolete skills become a waste. The new technology must certainly be
expensive, especially considering the enormous role it has to play. The technology in
mind here is the Information Communication Technology (ICT),(Agabi,2002:99). We
are in the world of technology so that the education system must initiate and embrace
changes and innovation in technology within the environment, internal or external. To
initiate, embrace or adapt and modify a culture driven technology will require a great
deal of money (Gabadeen,2014: 618). Fund is needed to acquire, install and maintain
this super highway information and technology devices. ICT is one of the most
important products of technological breakthrough,mainly concerned with advancing
knowledge and skills necessary for effective functioning in modern world, ICT gained
admittance as a matter of urgency of integration into the Nigeria education system
(FRN, 2014:17). According to the World Bank (2002) in Ikediugwu, (2015:228). Apart
from provision of fund for the installation of ICT equipment, fund is needed to train
lecturers on their uses, for regular power supply and general maintenance. Fund is also
required to acquire space and for the construction of ICT halls and offices.
5)
Education Support Services
Fund is also needed to facilitate education support services .The national policy on
Education, in order to implement educational policy goals and provision of
effectiveness of the education system, encourages the provision of such education
support services as school library, school meals and incentives, school garden, health
and other nutritional services, sports and recreational facilities, guidance and
counselling, HIV/AIDS support programmes, Educational resource centres, Radio and
Television educational broadcasting, Networks of Educational Services centres (FRN,
2014:57-60).
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6)
To Maintain Equipment And Facilities of the School
Keeping equipment and facilities in the universities fit for use at every time is the
function of maintenance. The rational for the funding of maintenance services is on
grounds of tackling the problems of scarcity as well as wastage and cost reduction. In
this connection, every facility, new or old, should be provided with adequate fund to
encourage maintenance activities like refurbishing, cleaning, polishing, oiling,
replacement of part etc. In the universities most of the school buildings are over 20
years old, but with regular renovation they can appear new at all time. The computer
sets need routine clearing and replacement of parts; the generator plants and the
electrical network need regular changing of oil and parts. The school environment need
standard landscaping for aesthetic worthwhileness; the reading desks, tables, chairs
need regular visit by the furniture man; the plumbing facilities are so fragile that the
plumber should be readily available and the fire service section also inclusive in this
bid to reduce cost and wastage. Although, maintenance requires money it cannot be
compared to whole purchase of equipment and facilities, because resource scarcity call
for maximum utilization of the available resources, especially now that the economy of
the country is crumbling, to avoid colossal waste (Owhondah, 2017:63).
Underfunding of the Universities in Nigeria
That the university education of Nigeria is heavily underfunded is not an
overstatement. Funds are not provided adequately to pay salaries. Though funds are
released by government but most times not exactly the time it is required, late release of
federal budget and administrative bottleneck in the ministry could be the reasons, and
that which is released are not sufficient for use. (Nwakudu,2016:153) cited Ogbogu,
2011) who admits that even though the lion share of the revenue comes from the
government, compared to the money generated internally, there is a notable fluctuation
in the amount that is released to them annually.
From every record on allocation to the universities it is noted that –
1.
The appropriated amount is below the budget of the universities annually.
2.
The amount appropriated is not the amount released.
3.
Up to 80% - 70% are allocated for recurrent expenditure. In fact, this is where
the border line of under-funding is drawn. Nwakudu (2017:157) lamented that no
country develops under such provisions because what grows a country or builds the
economy is the amount of investment you are making on infrastructure and other
structural issues that you require to strengthen your economy.The following tables are
presented to prove that the university system is underfunded.
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Table 1
Analysis on Allocation to Current and Recurrent Expenditure from 20052013
Year

Total FG Budget

Total Allocation
to Education

Recurrent
Expenditure

Capital
Expenditure

UBEC

2005

1,799,938,243,138

147,835,527,799

92,594,737,799

27,440,790,000

27,800,000,000

%
Allocation
to
Education
8.21

2006

1,876,302,363,351

195,693,672,666

129,421,908,835

35,791,763,831

30,480,000,000

-10.43

2007

2,266,394,423,477

221,071,774,929

137,478,261,081

48,293,513,848

35,300,000,000

9.75

2008

2,492,076,718,937

250,144,818,579

162,694,071,909

47,750,746,670

39,700,000,000

10.04

2009

2,870,510,042,679

252,204,813,495

183,014,340,686

33,625,096,425

35,565,376,384

8.79

2010

4,608,616,278,213

339,634,791,000

198,084,948,657

97,208,440,839

44,341,401,504

7.37

2011

4,226,191,559,259

393,810,171,775

304,392,631,774

35,088,896,911

54,328,643,090

9.32

2012

4,749,100,821,170

468,385,490,528

345,091,448,178

68,237,452,545

68,237,452,545

9.86

2013

4,987,220,425,601

509,039,713,761

360,822,928,272

76,279,000,000

76,279,000,000

10.21

Source: Nigeria Budget Office (www.budgetoffice.gov.ng)

In this table, (table 1), effort is made to assess whether fund is provided to
education and whether such fund provided is significant for effective and
efficient management of education. To arrive at un-biased findings,
allocations to recurrent and capital expenditure are compared .From the table
it could be seen that allocation to recurrent expenditure is higher than current
. Meanwhile the concept of educational development and ,or advancement
can not be feasible where the fund released is far below fund budgeted for
capital expenditure..The recurrent expenditure too is not also enough to
address the numerous areas of recurrent concern. The point here is that,
though funds are provided but are inadequate .The advancement of an
institution is measured by how much funds are provided for capital
expenditure.
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Table 2: Current School Fees Increment by Nigerian Universities
S/N

UNIVERSITY

OLD FEES

NEW FEES

1

University of Lagos

14,500

63,500

2

Ahmadu Bello University

27,000

41,000

3

University of Nigeria, NSUKKA

60,450

66,950

4

Obafemi Awolowo University

19,700

55,700

5

Nnamdi Azikiwe University

20,100

65,920

6

Bayero University, Kano

26,000

40,000

7

University of Abuja

39,300

42,300

8

Usman Danfodio University

32,200

41,000

9

National Open University

36,000

41,000

10

University of Benin

12,000

49,000

11

University of Illorin

16,000

75,000

12

Federal University of Technology, Akure

13,940

83,940

13

Federal University of Minna

20,000

37,000

14

University of Calabar

30,500

42,750

15

University of Uyo

71,000

84,250

16

Anambra State University

76,000

139,000

17

Lagos State University

96,750

150,000

18

Plateau State University

50,000

100,000

19

Covenant University

774,500

814,500

20

Benson Idahosa University

284,300

1,150,000

Source: Adapted from www.thisdaylive.com
The table shows the current school fees increment by Nigerian universities .The
university education is underfunded and in order to avoid the pressure for total closure
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school fees have to increase. So, the rationale for school fees increment is for the
purpose of augmenting the paltry fund from government.
Table 3
The Position of Nigeria among Selected Countries’ Annual Budgetary Allocation
to Education
S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

COUNTRIES
Ghana
Cote d’Ivore
Uganda
Morocco
South Africa
Swaziland
Mexico
Kenya
United Arab Emirate
Botswana
Iran
USA
Tunisia
Lesotho
Burkina Faso
Norway
Columbia
Nicaragua
India
Nigeria

BUDGETARY ALLOCATION
( %)
31.0
30.0
27.0
26.4
25.8
24.6
24.3
23.0
22.5
19.0
17.7
17.1
17.0
17.0
16.8
16.2
15.6
15.0
12.7
8.4

POSITION
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

Source: Adapted from Asuru (2015) in Okah (2017:36)
Also to confirm further, whether Nigerian universities are adequately funded , the
criteria of global comparison of annual budgetary allocation to education as
recommended by UNESCO was conducted. As shown from the table, Nigeria’s
backwardness in providing funds to education is further exposed. Out of the 20
countries selected for the exercise Nigeria is rated the least with 8.4% implementation
of the 26% UNESCO benchmark.
Table 4
Percentage of Federal Allocation to Education from 1988-2009
Year

Expenditure on
Education

Expenditure on Education as
% of the total Expenditure

1988

Total Federal
Government
Expenditure
20,290.80

190.1

5.37

1989

27,392.20

1,941.80

7.09
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1990

36,264.00

2,294.30

6.33

1991

35,171.60

1,554.20

4.42

1992

52,035.90

2,060.40

3.96

1993

112,100.50

7,999.10

7.14

1994

110,201.00

10,283.10

9.33

1995

153,495.60

12,728.70

8.29

1996

189,000.00

15,357.80

8.12

1997

273,723.20

15,946.00

5.83

1998

376,967.10

26,221.30

7.35

1999

358,103.50

31,508.10

8.82

2000

664,734.30

67,508.10

10.16

2001

918,028.60

59,744.60

6.15

2002

1,188,734.30

109,455.20

9.21

2003

1,308,287.90

79,436.10

6.07

2004

1,321,580.70

93,767.90

7.1

2005

1,547,272.80

120,035.50

7.76

2006

1,842,600.00

151,723.50

8.2

2007

137,480

6.07

2008

210,080

13

2009

183,360

Source: Central Bank of Nigeria (2010)
From the Central Bank of Nigeria this data is generated to show that from 1998 to
2009,and even present, Nigeria has never in any year allocated the 26% to education
from the federal budget. The highest allocation so far is not above the neighbourhood
of 13%.
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Table 5
Difference in Amount budgeted, Appropriated and Released
Years

Budget (N)

Appropriation (N)

Released (N)

1990

1,216,601,327.00

748,345,040.00

734,770,950.00

1991

1,453,291,051.00

779,342,391.00

783,816,895.00

1992

3,653,212,945.00

2,989,030,126.00

2,985,237,346.00

1993

5,075,859,925.00

4,532,229,830.00

3,801,529,278.00

1994

7,342,861,713.00

5,469,345,420.00

4,370,880,770.00

1995

11,328,520,905.00

6,392,648,852.00

6,056,784,806.00

1996

12,440,699,358.00

7,535,594,539.00

7,535,594,529.00

1997

15,820,155,501.00

7,059,178,565.00

5,348,173,942.00

1998

22,767,539,158.00

8,196,511,292.00

9,798,392,523.00

1999

40,884,109,125.00

10,507,388,580.00

11,831,930,271.98

2000

65,579,997,692.00

33,788,940,311.00

30,143,004,497.91

2001

68,911,759,219.11

31,844,324,846.42

32,646,410,861.00

2002

62,155,484,641.00

33,778,450,500.00

30,351,483,193.00

2003

78,762,123,727.00

34,411,319,280.00

34,203,050,936.33

2004

216,622,706,206.00

53,024,557,482.61

53,466,287,486.01

2005

N/A

62,215,631,536.00

58,275,697,608.72

2006

N/A

82,376,685,198.00

83,376,684,290.00

2007

N/A

90,565,259,339.00

90,565,259,339.00

2008

N/A

105,751,671,988.00

105,751,671,988.00

Source: Ogbogu (2011). Modes of Funding Nigeria Universities and Implications
on Performance
Table 5 admits that though funds are usually released but not sufficient. From the table
it is noticed that the amount of money budgeted is below the amount appropriated, and
the amount appropriated is below amount released as in 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1997,
11
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2000, 2002, 20003, 2004 and 2005 refers, it occurs and continues to occur till present.
The question would be what happens to the differentials?
Table 6
The First 10 Position of Nigerian Universities in World Ranking
Nigeria
Rank

World
Rank

School

Presence
Rank

Impact
Rank

Openness
Rank

Excellence
Rank

1

1032

University of
Ibadan

2200

3066

1767

1727

2

2037

Covenant
University Ota

2145

2927

2403

2602

3

2221

University of
Nigeria

1986

6349

1416

2807

4

2239

Obafemi Awolowo
University

6089

8428

2586

2285

5

2538

Federal University
of Technology
Minna

5521

6533

3065

3093

6

2776

University of
Lagos

4077

7176

2577

2637

7

2980

Ahmadu Bello
University

2978

9344

2733

2523

8

3192

University of
Agriculture
Abeokuta

2325

8099

2763

3349

9

3225

University of Ilorin

4518

8772

2129

3303

10

3365

Federal University
of Technology
Akure

3356

4374

3253

2914

Source: https://www.webometrics.info/en/Africa/Nigeria
Finally, since general performance is to a greater extent, a function of adequacy of
financial, physical, human and material resources the first top10 rated Nigerian
universities were subjected to global ranking. It is disgusting that the first university in
12
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Nigeria, University of Ibadan, is ranked 1032. Not even among the first 500.The
awareness of the above provoked the ASUU chairman of University of Ibadan to
lament that the present federal government under Buhari has made Nigerians poorer,
and that it would be difficult for any Nigerian university to compete globally with the
inadequate allocation of budgetary funding (https;//www,thisdaylive.com)
Table 7
Data of ASUU Strike from 1999 – 2013 as a Result of Underfunding
S/N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

YEAR
1999
2001
2002
2003
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

DURATION
5months
3months
2months
6months (ended in 2004)
3days
1wk
3months
1wk
4months

10
11
12

2010
2011
2013

5months & 1 week
3months (ended in 2012)
2months, 2 weeks

Sources: https://myschool.com.ng, www.nigerianlitesforum.com
The table above is the results of high level of financial abandonment accorded to
Nigerian Universities. It is crucial in this connection to note that the issue of strikes
would not be entertained if funds were adequately provided. It is disgusting and
humiliating that strike could last for upto 6 months over issues resulting from
inadequate fund, yet the government dawned the consequences in the economy.
Conclusion
The public education is a growth industry. Every sector depends on what it
produced for sustenance. Quality of service for the production of quality products
(outputs) becomes a crucial issue. This implies that the school must be provided with
adequate funds.
This is contrary to the situation. Funds are provided inadequately for the
development, salaries, allowances and other items of motivation force of university
staff; Equipment, facilities and instructional and material resources are in short supply;
out-dated, worn out, damaged, and stolen out of lack of maintenance and protection.
The 26% UNESCO minimum allocation to education remains unrealizable as
Nigeria is even rated the last among the countries compared. The attitude of our
political leaders, population growth, inflation, etc, among others continue to hinder
The Intuition, Volume 8 No 1, June, 2018 ISSN 2276 – 9692
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funding of the university education. The situation is so appalling that university
management is under stress and strains; hence they are incapacitated in providing
essential services. This has led to rampant crisis in the system resulting in strikes by the
Academic and Non Academic staff, dearth of equipment and facilities, indiscipline
among staff and students, upsurge in the activities of secret cults among others
(Arikewuyo, 2001, in Akpan, 2008).
However to resign to fate is madness, Nigerian universities shall not be allowed to sink
into the deep. Universities’ authorities, it is ripe, when they have to come and showcase
wealth of knowledge to help the situation. Radical strategies for internal fund raising
can make the deal. All possible business ventures should be explored, and government
must always be reminded of their role and commitment vis-a-vis the importance of
education to the economy.
Suggestions
The inadequate attention given to education in terms of funding should not
constitute any reason capable of destroying the future hope of education. Instead good
sense of creativity and steadfastness should be displayed in sourcing solutions. Thus the
following suggestions could help among others in making a great deal of change.
1.
Radical Internal Income Generation
The Universities should be encouraged to generate income by investing on the
following business areas.
⇒
Agriculture – Poultry farming, Fish farming, seed multiplication, cassava
processing, starch production, animal feed production, honey production etc.
⇒
Microfinance –for the purposes of given loans with interests, projects/contract
sponsorship for percentage profit sharing.
⇒
Filling stations – for sales of fuel, diesel, kerosene, cooking gas etc.
⇒
Furniture – the vocational department takes lead in this aspect. All the school
need to do is provide all necessary equipment, tools and material, and show rooms
where products display and sales.
⇒
Confectionaries – the home economics department could be utilized for the
production and distribution, at both retail and wholesale basis of confectionaries. They
can as well operate school integrated restaurants.
⇒
Real estate/Hotel/Hostel business – the universities can own estates, hotels or
guest houses and hostels within and outside the schools for renting.
⇒
Good event/occasion halls – these are also good sources of generating money.
⇒
Establishing skills acquisition centres – as part of social corporate
responsibility and as contain in most memorandum of understanding, multinational
companies and subsidiaries, and government do engage youths of host communities
into skill acquisition programmes. Most individuals are also inquisitive to acquire
certain skills. This is a good contract.
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⇒
Consultancy services – the universities can undertake consultancy services on
feasibility studies, building and constructions, environment assessment and reports,
civic construction, estate management, architecture, etc.
⇒
Higher education can engage in real estate business, market stalls, shopping
complex, petrol stations, retail and retail distribution of goods bakery, hotels and
catering services, bookshops, printing, transport services, establish micro finance banks
and as well set up a commercial bank (Isaac, 2014).
⇒
The long agitation for the university autonomy should be given approval.
Education is a benefit oriented programme and should be operated as a business. The
private schools (universities) who have this perception glow and take away majority of
the students from the public schools. In which case government can constitute a
Regulatory Board for monitoring and compliance purposes.
⇒
There should be an organised Reawakening Campaign aimed at winning the
sympathy of former and new philanthropic donor individuals and organization to
resume donations to education.
⇒
The Federal and State character funding should be discontinued as advocate
for equity in resource distribution.
⇒
The Single Treasury Account (TSA) due process procedure should be
addressed to avoid delay in the release of fund.
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